Hot issues
Network and be inspired at the ACCANect Conference
This year our Conference, ACCANect: Equipping Consumers to Stay Connected, will focus on how
consumers can navigate the often complex digital world. As part of the National Year of Digital
Inclusion, the Conference will aim to empower consumers to get and stay connected to the phone
and broadband services they need. The sessions and panels will look at practical tools for consumers
to achieve this.
By attending the Conference, you’ll get the chance to contribute to the conversation about how we
can ensure all consumers can get connected and no one is left behind. These are important issues,
especially as more services and opportunities move online.
If our past Conferences are anything to go by, you won’t want to miss ACCANect! If you’re still not
convinced, here’s a list of benefits on why the ACCANect Conference is a must for you:

Network and meet new people
You will be able to network with over 200 attendees including industry leaders, international
delegates, consumer groups, government and regulators as well as mainstream media.

Be inspired
You will be able to discuss common challenges and help find solutions to an issue that is extremely
relevant for all consumers – getting connected to communication services.

Be heard
You will have an opportunity to voice your concerns with decision makers while allowing the
decision makers – government, telcos, regulators and content producers – to hear first-hand
consumer experiences and discuss the realities consumers face.

Professional development
You will be able to hear key insights and knowledge from industry leaders on relevant, interesting
and topical subjects that you can implement in your future business and personal life.
Registrations are now open for the ACCANect Conference. Register before 12 August, 2016 to take
advantage of early bird prices.

